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1 Introduction

The last decade has seen many governance functions migrate to the internet (Thai, 2001). The development of information and communication technologies (ICT) opened a wide range of opportunities for improving processes within and between organisations. Following the lessons of the private sector, also public institutions turn to ICT on the quest for efficiency and effectiveness. A number of public sector agencies worldwide have identified e-procurement as a priority for the e-government agenda and public procurement is being perceived as a major function of government. However, the scholarly evaluation of Public e-Procurement (P e-P) initiatives is very limited (Vaidya et al., 2006; McCue and Roman, 2012). The reason for this might be that e-procurement implementation initiatives in the public sector are still in their early stages (Bashka et al., 2012; Tonkin, 2003). However, because e-procurement is currently one of the key topics in the e-government arena, many organisations need guidance about proceeding with this new technology, system and processes. Namely, small- and medium-enterprises (SMEs), though representing a crucial role in employment and the whole economy (Doern, 2009), may find it difficult to become suppliers in public procurement (Fee et al., 2002; Clark and Moutray, 2004; Zheng et al., 2006). However, current knowledge involving small businesses and public procurement is still limited (Karjalainen and Kemppainen, 2008).

Following a case-based approach, our study aims to bridge this literature gap by exploring the benefits and barriers of P e-P in Portuguese SMEs, involving interviews with procurement managers of a convenience sample of construction companies. The case was chosen given his groundbreaking potential, following the Portuguese full adoption of P e-P on all public contracts. Portugal was the first country with mandatory adoption of P e-P in the EU, making it an interesting case study (Costa et al., 2013). Within the EU, Portugal leads the ranking of P e-P penetration (100%), despite a 5% average compliance rate among member states. Furthermore, SMEs represent 99% of all registered businesses in the country, and are the backbone of Portuguese economy. Also, most studies on procurement focused on large companies (Tatsis et al., 2006) and research on SMEs acting as suppliers is still limited (Karjalainen and Kemppainen, 2008). Namely, while governments increasingly adopt e-procurement, the impact of IT usage in SMEs’ involvement in the public sector has not been fully studied (Zheng et al., 2006). Moreover, though there are some studies dedicated to SMEs and procurement in countries like the USA, Ireland, Finland, Australia or Malaysia (e.g., Fee et al., 2002; Clark and Moutray, 2004; Hawking et al., 2004; Karjalainen and Kemppainen, 2008; Eei et al., 2012), to the best of our knowledge till date there is no structured research about the subject done in Portugal. Finally, although e-procurement adoption has been studied in specific industries, such as health, hospitality, manufacturing and technology-based (Sigala, 2006; Tatsis et al., 2006; George et al., 2011), research focusing the construction sector has been minimal (e.g., Eadie et al., 2012). In the following sections, we discuss the background, requirements, and impacts of e-procurement implementation in the
public sector from the suppliers’ point of view. The main overall objectives of the paper are to gain a better understanding of P e-P issues in the public sector, namely from SMEs’ point of view, and to stimulate debate on the e-procurement impacts.

2 Literature review

2.1 E-procurement definition and benefits

For companies to remain competitive in the market, they must reduce the costs of their components, materials and services by sourcing from least-cost suppliers. One method to achieve it is through open bidding via the internet (Yu et al., 2008). This migration of procurement functions to internet is known as e-procurement.

E-procurement has been defined by many authors (e.g., Davila et al., 2003; Yen and Ng, 2003; Hawking et al., 2004; Makinen et al., 2011). Tatisi et al. (2006) present several definitions. Scholars have defined e-procurement as an “internet-based purchasing system that offers electronic purchase, ordering processing and enhanced administrative functions to buyers, suppliers” (Panayiotou et al., 2004) or “the sourcing of goods and services via electronic means, usually through the internet” (Schoenherr and Tummala, 2007). In basic terms, e-procurement can be defined as “using Internet technology in the purchasing process” (De Boer et al., 2002). Though sometimes used interchangeably with the term ‘e-purchasing’, the latter has a much narrower scope. While e-purchasing is simply a transaction conducted electronically, e-procurement can be viewed more broadly as an end-to-end solution that integrates and streamlines many procurement processes throughout the organisation (Vaidya et al., 2006). E-procurement is an ‘umbrella term’ [Fleming et al., (2010), p.232] that encompasses several elements, including electronic ordering, internet bidding, purchasing cards, reverse auctions, and integrated automated procurement systems (Moon, 2005; George et al., 2011). E-procurement has been recently receiving much attention from businesses, industries and governments as it is reportedly become a powerful tool to improve effectiveness and efficiencies as well as service quality of its adopters (Basheka et al., 2012; Eei et al., 2012) and its application is nowadays inevitable in both manufacturing and services, not also in the private but also in the public sector (Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2008; Schiele, 2007). Companies have moved to e-procurement platforms, where transactions are done efficiently and in a fast pace (Makinen et al., 2011). The literature underlines numerous benefits of migration of procurement functions to internet. This new process is expected to benefit all facets of procurement, including selecting, bidding, payment and inventory processes (Basheka et al., 2012). Operational and cost efficiency are perceived as the primary advantage of e-procurement (De Boer et al., 2002; Brandon-Jones and Carey, 2011). Web-based purchasing is also believed to offer the capability to develop effective long-term strategic approaches, improve process and budgetary controls, and reduce transaction costs, hence leading to more efficient supply markets (Croom and Johnston, 2003) and increased competitive advantage to the firm (Makinen et al., 2011). Furthermore, e-procurement offers buyers and sellers a new form of communication (Karthik and Kumar, 2013) and facilitates the documentation of the bidding process, enhancing transparency and accountability of operations (Croom, 2000). Increased internal customer satisfaction is also a benefit associated with e-procurement (Croom and Johnston, 2003). Scholars assert that implementation of e-procurement initiatives could
improve the professionalism and outside perceptions of procurement specialists (Croom and Johnston, 2003). Finally, e-procurement applications have positive impact on employees’ satisfaction, job formality and work relationships (Aslani et al., 2008).

2.2 E-procurement in the public sector

The quest to improve service delivery is becoming an important agenda for most governments (Kaliannan et al., 2009, Vaidya and Hyde, 2011; Basheka and Sabiiti, 2011) and e-procurement has been introduced as a key strategic tool in increasing nations’ competitiveness (Basheka et al., 2012) and as a way to achieve better, more cost effective procurement systems, as well as greater transparency and accountability (Karthik and Kumar, 2013).

Moon (2005) defines Pe-P as a comprehensive process in which governments use IT systems to establish agreements for the acquisition of products or services (contracting) or to purchase products or services in exchange for payment (purchasing). Adebiyi et al. (2010) define electronic government procurement (e-GP) as online applications of information technology and infrastructure to the management, processing, evaluation and reporting of government procurement. According to Vaidya (2007), Pe-P has been defined as “the use of any internet-based inter-organisational information systems that automates and integrates any parts of procurement process in order to improve efficiency, transparency, and accountability in the wider public sector”.

Improving procurement is a priority within the EU, since it represents the starting point for the control of public deficits and good economic development. To this end, the budget allocated to Pe-P has become critical since the benefits of e-procurement in the public sector translate into effects that impact directly and dramatically the competitiveness and profitability of organisations (Bechtel and Jayaram, 1997; Olsen and Ellram, 1997, LaLonde, 1998; Roberts, 2001). Thus, the e-procurement is an important tool for decreasing acquisition costs and increasing process efficiency (Ho et al., 2006) from the buyer and the supplier point of view. Pe-P’s flow is divided into two stages: pre-award and post-award (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Pe-P’s flow (see online version for colours)

According to Tavares (2010), the implementation of these two phases in the EU is not homogeneous, being e-noticing the most widespread. Also the phases that comprise the pre-award period are critical to better apply principles of strategic procurement since they include tasks related to planning, environmental and social responsibility and certification and qualification of competitors. Post-award stages comprise focus on operational issues.
that may also contribute to reducing costs and time due to better management and contractual control.

Worldwide e-procurement implementation initiatives have been undertaken in the public sector on a large scale (Henriksen and Mahnke, 2005; Somasundaram and Damsgaard, 2005; Vaidya, 2007; Mota and Filho, 2011) as government procurement represents 18.42% of the world GDP. E-procurement is used by government agencies and other actors of procurement community in conducting activities of the government procurement process cycle (GPPC) for the acquisition of goods, works, and consultancy services with enhanced efficiency in procurement management. Namely within the EU there has been significant progress in the implementation along certain e-procurement dimensions (Varney, 2011). All EU members use e-notices for at least 85% of contracts, with many states employing e-notification more than 95% of the time. Public procurement represents 17% of EU’s GDP (European Commission, 2011a, 2011b) and between 2006 and 2008 SME have won 60% of the contracts covered by EU directives, representing 34% of the total value of contracts awarded in that period.

In order to ensure that EU suppliers are given an equal opportunity to contract with public bodies, the EU has adopted two new directives which include e-auctions, and advanced e-signatures; embedding sustainability, environmental considerations, and social responsibility into procurement practice.

These efforts, however, have been associated with varying levels of success (Bof and Previtali, 2007; Basheka et al., 2012). In some cases the implementation of e-procurement has led to the expected outcomes, while in other poorly designed adoption processes caused high failure and financial waste (Somasundaram and Damsgaard, 2005). Current studies (e.g., Davila et al., 2003, Lancioni et al., 2003, Min and Galle, 2003) suggest that growth rates have been under expectations. The implementation of e-procurement has not been as easy as some of the solution providers have suggested, nor has it necessarily brought the anticipated savings (Costa et al., 2013). For instance, in 2005 Declaration of Manchester, the EU targeted that by 2010 at least 50% of public procurement were to be made electronically, but currently only 5% of total public procurement in average are conducted electronically, e.g., 5% in England, 4% in Italy or 30% in Scotland (Tavares, 2010). Furthermore, engaging suppliers in the process – especially smaller organisations – is also proving to be difficult given the level of investment expected in terms of providing catalogue information to buyers, and marketplaces using different technologies, platforms and business languages (Karjalainen and Kemppainen, 2008; Office of Government Commerce, 2008). Adoption barriers could stem from infrastructure, strategy, people or culture (Karthik and Kumar, 2013).

Such success and failure stories imply that there is a need for a much better understanding of e-Procurement use in the public sector (Tonkin, 2003). In the following section, we will discuss P e-P impacts to governments as well as adoption facilitators and inhibitors to suppliers.

2.3 P e-P impacts, adoption drivers and inhibitors

Public procurement is at the forefront of most reform efforts, given that it plays a significant role in promoting accountability and transparency (McCue and Roman, 2012). An organisation will procure goods and services electronically if there are enough benefits that might be gained from e-procurement (Gupta et al., 2011). Ronchi et al. (2010) found five areas of benefit including greater transparency, control,
decentralisation, maverick buying reduction, and supply based rationalisation. Wen and Wei (2007) found the benefits of e-P to be greater efficiency, lower cost, and time saved per transaction, as well as greater flexibility, enhanced accessibility of procurement information, faster communication, quick time response and improved procurement quality. Proponents of e-procurement argue that it helps governments to save money and provides a more accountable, effective and faster way to manage procurement, by streamlining government acquisition processes and integrating technology infrastructures (Azadegan and Ashenbaum, 2009). Neef (2001) suggested that the potential benefits of e-procurement are the following:

1. lowered transaction costs
2. faster ordering
3. wider vendor choices
4. standardised, more efficient procurement processes
5. greater control over procurement spending (less maverick buying) and better employee compliance
6. more accessible internet alternatives for buyers
7. less paperwork and fewer repetitious administrative procedures
8. reengineered procurement workflows.

Fleming et al. (2010) present reduced administrative costs, improved business processes, increased buying power and value provided to suppliers as value-added opportunities of e-procurement. Davila et al. (2003) indicate that e-procurement technologies will become an important part of supply chain management and that the rate of adoption will accelerate as the adopters share their experiences of success factors and perceptions of low risk. Also, according to Karthik and Kumar (2013), e-procurement can be seen as a means to significantly reduce transaction costs and time spent on negotiation. Similarly, Barua et al. (2001) identified e-procurement as the element of e-business most contributory to the operational excellence of large corporations, while Gupta and Narain (2012) present it as an opportunity for small businesses that wish to compete beyond their comfort zone.

Thus, Pe-P’s implementation produces significant impacts on the suppliers and service providers of public entities. Namely, ICT tools are important to help SME increase their effectiveness and efficiency by improving business communications and process, reduce cost, explore new business opportunities, increase transparency in contracts and overall competitiveness. The inclusion of e-Procurement allows suppliers, especially SME, to place their invitations to tender by these means only, increasing transparency and competitiveness (Kierkegaard, 2006).

2.3.1 Pe-P adoption drivers

P e-P provides a wide range of important innovations that can drive adoption (Aslani et al., 2008, Aberdeen Group, 2009, European Commission, 2004) transforming the purchasing process from an operational into a strategic activity (Gupta and Narain, 2012). Major e-procurement benefits include:
1 Transaction costs reduction: cost-related benefits have been mentioned by a number of authors (e.g., Croom and Johnston, 2003; Presutti, 2003; Yen and Ng, 2003; Hawking et al., 2004; Puschmann and Alt, 2005; Tatsis et al., 2006; Croom and Brandon-Jones, 2007; McConnell, 2009; Karthik and Kumar, 2013) and include reduced price, administration and inventory costs, and inaccuracies (Smart and Harrison, 2003).

2 Contracting time reduction: in this case the *tout electronique* advent allows significant time reductions in all phases of the public procurement procedures (Tatsis et al., 2006). According to Tavares (2010) between the old and new process, a 40% reduction of the contracting time can verified. This impacts public and state suppliers.

3 Increased transparency: the introduction of technology allows the sharing of information on all steps of the process, to competitors and between competitors and the acquiring public entity, automatically and instantly. This results in reduced complexity and improves transparency (Croom and Brandon-Jones, 2007; Johnson, 2011).

4 Increased competitiveness: due to the procedures publication via electronic platform, a larger number of competitors bid in the procedures and increase competitiveness (Johnson, 2011), resulting in increased productivity and market access (Rankin et al., 2006).

5 Tenders Increased Value: foreseeing the favourable previous impacts, the propensity for selecting the most economically advantageous proposal increases for the contracting authority and suppliers elaborate more informed and competent proposals.

6 Higher information systems integration: as procurement activities are centralised, different offices/departments can access the same information when required (Fleming et al., 2010), an advantage over the much more slower process of having to post documentation between offices/departments (Arasa and Achuora, 2012), thus improving communication and information flow (Croom, 2000).

In addition to these impacts, other positive drivers relate to the commercial ubiquity provided to organisations. Suppliers gain a superior geographical range along with higher commercial competitiveness and existing business relationships consolidation (Ciciriello, 2010). Therefore, Pe-P provides superior access to business opportunities without the constraint of the supplier geographical location, increasing exposure with minimal sales effort (Fleming et al., 2010). Also centralised functions do not have departmental or time barriers (Arasa and Achuora, 2012). Moreover, sellers gain the ability to receive bid notices without ever meeting the buyers (Fleming et al., 2010). Finally, another benefit which arises from Pe-P’s adoption connected to higher qualified employee motivation and retention due to the adoption of new technologies in everyday work (McConnell, 2009).
2.3.2 P e-P adoption inhibitors

Apart from positive impacts which facilitate Pe-P’s adoption, a range of authors (e.g., MacManus, 2002; Zheng et al., 2004; Puschmann and Alt, 2005; Tatsis et al., 2006; McConnell, 2009) has identified a number of general inhibitors, which include:

1. technology related inhibitors: obstacles related to concerns about the security of the information traded, the absence of a single P e-P solution, the lack of interoperability between systems and low uniformity in procurement procedures

2. process related inhibitors: these are related to low propensity for organisations to conduct processes reengineering, the still low rate of technological solutions adoption by suppliers and the e-procurement solutions cost

3. culture and people related inhibitors: these highlight the workforce deficit in specific procurement qualifications, resistance to change and absence of adequate organisational culture to encourage technological vanguard

4. legal compliance level and adoption inhibitors: in this case, there have been identified public policies negative impact and legal constraints that arise due to, for example, the interpretation of the new legal framework.

Alongside with these general inhibitors, a number of sector specific constraints have also been identified. Panayiotou et al. (2004) studied inhibitors in the Greek public sector and identified the complexity of goods and services, the need for transparency and regulatory constraints. Sigala (2006), in a study about foodservice operators in Greece, found out that lack of e-procurement knowledge, skills, trust and risk perception were the main inhibitors of e-procurement adoption. Hawking et al. (2004) researched SME in Australia and found that one of the main inhibitors was the absence of a single e-procurement solution. In a similar study, Eei et al. (2012) identified internal and external barriers to the implementation of e-procurement in Malaysian SME. Karjalainen and Kemppainen (2008) used data from Finnish SMEs to conclude that availability of resources, company size and e-systems explained the level of SEM involvement. Also Zheng et al. (2004) refer specific inhibitors to SME: lesser resources, smaller infrastructures and company size are the more important constraints in adopting P e-P. Tavares (2010) considers that the lack of know-how and support in the use of these platforms represents one of the biggest inhibitors to P e-P adoption, namely in SME.

2.4 The importance of electronic platforms

E-procurement means that all purchasing is done through electronic channels. Forms of electronic communication such as e-sourcing, e-auction or e-noticing become possible. Tenders are run electronically so that the maximum number of suppliers can compete, making it easier to identify contract opportunities and to supply their goods and services (Kierkegaard, 2006). Replacing the traditional methods of paper based procurement (which account for the use of colossal amounts of paper transactions, deliveries by mail and formal sessions to open sealed envelopes) with the introduction of ICT (using only in electronic format documents, processes and communication-based portals or platforms) is a giant step towards the knowledge society which requires a broad and complex process of change (Tavares, 2010). A determinant player emerges to support the advent: technology partners, which hold e-Procurement solutions and electronic markets. Tavares
2010), refers to these players as ‘technological enablers’ which provide the necessary technological support of the paradigm shift.

The electronic process proves to be simpler, faster, transparent, auditable, dematerialised, modern and democratically available to any citizen or company that has internet access and a computer (Tavares, 2010). In general, the adoption of electronic platforms allows for efficient and effective management of all operations related to P e-P phases for the public and competing suppliers, supporting the easy comparability of attributes and criteria of the tenderers without paper handling, the communication between the contracting authority and competitors and the realisation of electronic auctions which are a powerful tool for competitiveness. In conclusion, electronic platforms function as facilitators and support Pe-P’s advent, allowing a higher level of procedures traceability and audit, democratised access to information and public markets business opportunities access in a dematerialised form. These ultimately lead to safe, confidential and transparent transactional means.

3 The research

Given the number of successes and failures reported in literature, our research set out empirically to examine P e-P implementation and impacts. Namely, this exploratory study aims to assess Pe-P’s perceived impacts on Portuguese SMEs construction suppliers, assessing their perceptions, inhibitions and motivations. The case was chosen given his groundbreaking potential. On one hand, Portugal presents itself as a case of success in e-gov implementation. On the other hand, the role of SMEs in economic growth, job creation regional and local, and social cohesion was recognised by the Bologna Charter on SME Policies (OECD, 2000). In the case of Portugal, SMEs represent 99% of all registered businesses, and thus are the backbone of the whole economy. About 114,000 of these companies were located in northern Portugal and 50,000 were linked to the construction sector, employing approximately 320,000 people. It is important to realise that only 40% of these companies turnover referred to exports, which means that the Portuguese market is paramount to the industry survival (National Statistics Institute, 2011).

3.1 Pe-P’s adoption in Portugal

In Portugal, EU’s Directives 2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC that regulated the early adoption of P e-P have been transposed into the national legal framework. These induce widespread and profound changes in public procurement’s law and also in an entire industry, culture, practices, business models and technology organisations in the public sector (more than 14,000 organisations) and the state suppliers (Tavares, 2010). This mandatory adoption of electronic means, made Portugal the pioneer between EU’s 27 member states, in contrast with the adoption rates of electronic means in other member states such as England (5%), Scotland (30%) or Italy (4% for goods and services; 0% for works).

Following the early 2004 EU’s directives, in 2009 Portugal turned mandatory the full adoption of P e-P to all public contracts. Within the EU, Portugal leads the ranking of P e-P penetration (100%), despite a 5% average compliance rate among member states (Tavares, 2010).
3.2 Research methodology

We have decided to structure our analysis according to a research framework (Figure 2) constructed on the foundations of e-procurement literature. This model helped us to develop research questions and delineate the phenomena with which the study would be interested. Overall, while analysing SMEs Portuguese construction suppliers, our aim is to assess:

1. the perceived positive impacts on business competitiveness and contribution to people’s integration in the digital society induced by P e-P implementation
2. positive economic and financial impacts induced by the new contracting system, here including the level of financial benefits that the new system provided
3. perceived impacts on marketing models and commercial policies as well as changes on procedures transparency provided by the platforms introduction Public Procurement
4. the investment required for the new system compliance regarding technological improvements, organisational adjustments and changes as well as the training effort
5. the difficulties in Pe-P’s implementation
6. improvement propositions in electronic platforms and systems connected to P e-P
7. evaluation of the private supply chain modernisation as a result of technology based P e-P.

Figure 2  Research framework (see online version for colours)

In order to infer these perceived impacts, we used a case-based approach (Yin, 2014) with multiple units of analysis (Dubois and Araujo, 2007). Yin (2014) recommends the case study approach when research questions require an extensive and ‘in-depth’ description of phenomenon. Given the nature of e-procurement adoption in SMEs, it was critical to conduct an exploratory case study research as the main data collection vehicle.
The case consists of a group of SMEs in the Portuguese construction sector. This sector is known to face a series of problems in relation to achieving key project objectives of timely delivery, within budget, and attainment of quality standards (Oyegoke et al., 2010) and, thus, may highly benefit from e-procurement implementation. Nine SMEs have been included in this study, representing e-procurement adopters SME significantly impacted by Pe-P’s advent (Table 1). Data was collected through multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 2014), including company-specific documentation, introductory sessions in the case companies and semi-structured interviews. The interviewees were selected on the basis of their position in the case companies, and represented strategic and operational levels of purchasing. Namely: four were commercial directors, three worked in the commercial department and one was a commercial technical specialist. As these are key employees in their respective organisations, it was anticipated that the information collected would be the most reliable and assertive possible. The use of multiple respondents also allowed us to capture a variety of perceptions surrounding a complex phenomenon (Dubois and Araujo, 2007). Questions about perceived impacts of P e-P implementation, investments required, evaluation of electronic platforms and supply chain modernisation were asked and data was subject to qualitative content analysis. Our research design used both semi-structured and open questions, thereby allowing respondents to discuss at length their experiences, perceptions and reflections of a range of electronic procurement implementation projects. In average, interviews lasted one hour and were taped and transcribed verbatim. All interviews were taped and transcribed verbatim. Coding of all interviews was undertaken and then cross-compared for final coding and identification of core themes. The review and comparison of themes represented an informal ‘content analysis’ that allowed for the discovery of distinct patterns of content regarding e-procurement (Carson et al., 2001). This information, coupled with a review of the extant literature, were the bases of data analysis. In the next section of the paper we present the key findings relating to the experiences of our sample respondents from their involvement with e-procurement implementation.

Table 1  SMEs sample description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SME</th>
<th>Business volume (ME)</th>
<th>Number of workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>142.1</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Research key findings

In this section we present the summary findings of our analysis, according to seven parameters defined on the research framework. These sections relate directly to the seven themes previously identified, in order to provide a clear link between our study findings.
and the existing literature. Excerpts from conversations with SME’s executives are also provided in order to capture snapshots of the e-procurement adoption process dynamics.

3.3.1 Perceived positive impacts on business competitiveness and staff digital integration

It is fairly unanimous recognised by the interviewees that the main P e-P positive impacts relate to the full process dematerialisation, the increased speed to information access and competitiveness, the larger geographical range and a more efficient and effective competitor analysis.

Processes dematerialisation due to technology introduction, account for rapid information processing, processes adhocracy and dramatic transaction costs reduction:

“One of the main advantages is the dematerialization, no doubt. The fact that we no longer have paper processes is one of the first advantages. The second advantage is that we can, in a very short period of time, get involved in a larger number of tenders, which in the previous paper based process was unthinkable (as we needed to travel to many places to get the tender documentation, return, work on it and then travel again to deliver the paper bid.” (SME5)

In fact, the geographic amplitude enhancement that platforms provide to companies enables the selection of contractors that are geographically dispersed throughout the country, with no need for physical travel for bidding. Hence, public procurement’s computerisation enables SME to broaden the range of potential customers and business opportunities, regardless of their geographic location and, this geographical reach increase, implies no additional effort resource as the previous paper based Public Procurement method. Once centralised in a software application, it becomes equally accessible to any of these companies to compete for a contract in the North of Portugal (regarded as the priority area of the respondents) or in the South of Portugal given the ubiquity that computerised systems provide. Finally, it is mentioned by respondents that there is increased competitiveness and improvements in their companies’ market positioning which provides a strategic advantage, given the possibility of detailed and deeper competition study and analysis (because all bidders bids and additional files are available on the platform after the public contractor makes their disclosure, in the analysis stage of the procedure). This analysis is carried out freely and expeditiously and allows the development of more informed strategically assertive proposals afterwards contributing to the strategic positioning of SME in future tenders:

“We think that one of the major advantages of P e-P is that we no longer have to use paper documents (…) also, once the process is digital we can download all the documents associated with all bids, which allows us to monitor and analyse on how our competitors behave, allowing us to define our strategy in the future” (SME2)

According to the respondents, P e-P also contributes to people’s integration in the digital society. The answers often focused on the fact that the use of electronic platforms, helped creating a digital and stimulating modern environment as well as contributing to the employees motivation and self-esteem, which is consistent with investigations of McConnell (2009) about the additional motivation and retention of staff by introducing technologies in everyday life:
“Along these years, with the introduction of platforms in our day to day, our people discuss and question all aspects related to this advent, accesses, updates, new information from our customer, messages, digital certificates etc. They look to understand everything because they want to be at the forefront, want to know what's new. I firmly believe they even feel their work and themselves are more important to the organization because they get much more involved in tender, bids, connect with our customers” (SME7)

3.3.2 Positive economic and financial impacts induced by the new contracting system

It was noted that one of Pe-P’s major benefits is transaction costs reduction, namely, paper and travel costs. Technology replaces all the travel necessary to bid as well as paper processing. Given the digital processing of all the information related to public contracts, the costs with waste paper as well as man-hours assigned for organising the administrative work processes is dramatically reduced. Similarly, the cost of travel and staff allocated to logistical tasks also tends to be residual due to the introduction of technology in the process:

“(…) savings reach 25% to 30%. (…) on average, we present 100 proposals per year, and we have a cost reduction of 20% a 25% in each proposal.” (SME4)

“We are saving between 100 € to 200 € per bid we submit (...). In the last 4 years we have submitted 350 to 400 bids per year” (SME1)

It was further questioned about the number of proposals submitted annually to evaluate, roughly, the values saved annually with the new system. However, in this field there is no consensus regarding the approximate number of proposals presented by each commercial department. However, a few intervals were suggested and we could estimate a 50% cost reduction per bid elaborated which, in some cases accounts for savings of around €300 per bid (which multiplied by the yearly hundreds of bids submitted may result in an annual economic benefit that can exceed tens of thousands of Euros per SME surveyed). It is, however, more research needed to accurately measure these values.

3.3.3 Perceived impacts on marketing models and commercial policies

Despite being acknowledged the platforms’ potential to break with old paradigms, there hasn’t been unanimity that the new system caused significant changes in the interviewees firms’ market approach. Responses obtained suggest that platforms provide the opportunity to fostering new markets approach due to access to diversified business opportunities. However, only in a few cases this potential was translated into the development of new markets. In these cases, where Pe-P constitutes a disruptive marketing agent, the incorporation of the new system has significantly changed organisations strategy:

“We don’t consider Pe-P as a mere working tool. Pe-P allows us to get to know other markets with less visibility or that we haven’t still explored enough. With Pe-P things become easier and more affordable” (SME9)

“We have specifically created two companies to explore other, new markets.” (SME3)
However, in the majority of SMEs surveyed, e-procurement has not caused disruptive impacts on the marketing models or commercial as these remained focused in the same core activity, preventing companies to obtain all the benefits of e-procurement:

“Our goal was never to use P e-P for marketing or advertising. Of course, that could have been done, but in our particular case we didn’t use it to promote ourselves (…) also, we have maintained exactly the same kind of activity” (SME2)

Regarding positive impacts on process transparency, the interviewees stated that P e-P provide a clear transparency increase in public procurement processes, as opposed to the previous contracting paper based. As stated in the literature (e.g., Croom and Brandon-Jones, 2007; Johnson, 2011), high traceability, audit and accessibility of all the information related to the public procedures which technology and related systems provide significantly contributed to this conclusion.

### 3.3.4 Investments required for the new system compliance

Pe-P’s advent and public contracts dematerialisation led to reorganisation and investment in the technological infrastructure of these firm’s commercial sectors.

First of all, consistent with the conclusions of Bof et al. (2007), due to the end of several logistical tasks a clear staff conversion emerged. There is evidence that staff which was allocated to logistical work were converted and assigned with tasks considered more productive and higher value adding (e.g., supplier networks development and segmentation, competition analysis). Regarding hardware, the interviewees generally referred the investment in qualified digital certificates and timestamp packs, technological infrastructural improvements and modern computer acquisition:

“(…) we have bought top equipments (…) the new system implied a revolution inside the company and staff was educated on how to use these new tools (…)there was a major investment in this area and a clear staff conversion.” (SME2)

“(…) our people that were driving to submit bids and doing administrative work were reconverted into more value adding roles that provide more productive and useful use of their time” (SME5)

In conclusion, despite the technological investment, P e-P stimulated organisational adaptations which provided overall efficiency gains and more productive and efficient use of the economic factor labour. This led these SME to achieve increased activity and commercial prospecting while maintaining the same existing staff structure which, ultimately, could lead to higher sales volume and more contracts.

### 3.3.5 Difficulties in Pe-P’s implementation

Consistent with the research of Tavares (2010), it was fairly unanimous that the complexity and purely legal language of the new code created great difficulties, especially in smaller and more reduced legal supported organisations. Plus, while acting as suppliers, SMEs need to be registered and operate in all platforms, which have different architectures and operating ways:

“One major difficulty is that we have to deal with several platforms, in some cases very different from each other Till now, we have presented proposals in 6
Moreover, it was also noted that digital signatures also constituted an obstacle for Pe-P’s adoption due to doubts regarding their legal validity. It was suggested that different entities have different interpretations as to the validity of digital signatures and that this causes uncertainty (Tatsis et al., 2006).

### 3.3.6 Improvement in electronic platforms and systems connected to P e-P

Although entities referred being satisfied with the platforms offered, it was often stated that a common system for basic operations would be a huge enabler, being the software vendors’ differentiation, made through additional features. Moreover, the existing platforms still require simpler integrations with other systems (such as respondents’ ERP or budgeting systems) which were also reported as other improvements to be made. Finally, it was also mentioned that a more effective communications management tool is needed, given the procedures high volume in which respondents participate and the resulting high volume of communications involved.

### 3.3.7 Evaluation of the private supply chain modernisation

The surveyed SME align in the private electronic platforms subscription for their supply chain. This subscription occurred after SME adopted the P e-P to their processes which. Thus, P e-P stimulated and represented additional drive for the surveyed SME to subscribe private contracting platforms, changing their relationships with their subcontractors and private providers. It was the drive for technology that brought other private companies, which are not directly related to public procedures. Therefore, the surveyed SME while adopting the new electronic system and invest resources in this advent, caused contagion effect on its subcontractors, encouraging and pulling them to the digital world. We conclude, therefore, that P e-P had a contagious effect on surveyed SME subcontractors supply chain.

### 4 Conclusions

P e-P is no longer a utopia as it is increasingly becoming a reality for many regions and member states (European Commission, 2010). It is widely documented that, in cases where P e-P is duly adopted and implemented, benefits arise for all stakeholders, whether public or private entities. Nevertheless, the use of the P e-P is far from expectations since it represents no more than 5% of total spending on EU procurement (Costa et al., 2013). Some organisations, namely small businesses, may find some difficulties while leading with new technologies, systems and processes, and acting as suppliers in public procurement.

Following a case-based approach, our study explores the benefits and barriers of P e-P using evidence from Portuguese SMEs. Findings provide evidence of the e-Procurement development in Portugal as well as the factors determining its adoption. Firms, and namely SMEs, are currently at their early stages of e-procurement use. The
ones more likely to adopt it are those who perceive it beneficial, non-complex, compatible and of low risk. We conclude that technical factors (e.g., language, digital signatures, and electronic platforms) dominate e-P barriers to SMEs, while cost related factors (e.g., transaction costs, information processing, time savings) dominate drivers. The challenge for e-procurement developers is to give evidence to non-users that their technologies do not undermine legal or privacy requirements and are not so technically complex that SMEs without sufficient ICT skills cannot use them. We have also identified a need for research on supplier incentives at a market level: in the majority of SMEs surveyed, e-procurement hasn’t caused disruptive impacts on the marketing models or commercial as these remained focused in the same core activity. Findings also revealed that a common system for basic operations and a more effective communications management tool would be huge enablers. Policy makers may use this conclusion for boosting the adoption of e-procurement systems in SMEs.

The exploratory nature of this paper reflects the few existing studies in the area, which is in its academic infancy. This paper seeks to provide further insights to the debate in this area and to highlight key issues that may support e-P decision-making. The results presented provide useful information about the factors affecting e-P adoption within SMEs, with implications for supplier firms, internet model developers, and governmental policy makers, forecasting the 2016 full moving to e-P. Also, this study adds to the growing body of literature by developing an experience-based research into the operational issues of e-procurement from the perspective of the public procurement suppliers, namely SMEs. Although this is an exploratory study, developed in a specific context with a single case study, it provides input to new theory development by proposing a “starting point” that future research should extend and further refine. One avenue for future research should be to investigate e-procurement failures as a way of furthering our understanding of critical factors for e-procurement performance. Additionally, more research would be needed in order to accurately assess the economic and financial cost-benefit with e-procurement adoption, as well as its ecological impact, associated with the tons of paper that is no longer used and the emissions of carbon dioxide that are no longer performed with the introduction of technology in these processes. Also, additional factors (e.g., cultural, political, business seasonality, existing relations with suppliers) that may affect e-procurement could be studied. Moreover, the limitations of data collection warrant caution in generalising these results beyond our small and convenience sample. Replication of this study with random sampling procedures and a large scale survey would clearly add weight to the reported results. Finally, the study refers to e-procurement adoption by SMEs in the construction sector in Portugal. Futures studies could study e-procurement adoption in other firms, sectors and countries.
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